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Abstract

An electron solvated in a polar liquid is an elementary quantum system with properties governed by electric interactions with a
fluctuating molecular environment. In the prevailing single particle picture, the quantum ground and excited states are determined
by a self-consistent potential, as defined by the particular local configuration of the solvation shell. This description neglects collective
many-body excitations, which arise from the coupling of electronic degrees of freedom and nuclear motions of the environment. While
recent experiments have demonstrated collective nonequilbrium electronic–nuclear motion, i.e. polaron excitations in liquid water,
their relevance in the broader context of polar liquids has remained unexplored. Here, we study the nonequilibrium dielectric response
of the, compared to water, less polar alcohols isopropanol, and ethylene glycol, that also display a different hydrogen bond pattern.
We demonstrate that ultrafast relaxation of photogenerated electrons impulsively induces coherent charge oscillations, which persist
for some 10 ps. They emit electric waves in a frequency range from 0.1 to 2 THz, depending on electron concentration. Oscillation
frequencies and line shapes are reproduced by a unified polaron picture for alcohols and water, which is based on a Clausius–Mossotti
local field approach for the THz dielectric function. The analysis suggests a longitudinal character of many-body polaron excitations
and a weak coupling to transverse excitations, supported by the underdamped character of charge oscillations. Polaron dynamics are
governed by the long-range Coulomb interaction between an excess electron and several thousands of polar solvent molecules, while
local electron solvation geometries play a minor role.
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Significance Statement:

The solvated electron, a free electron hosted by a polar liquid, is subject to electric interactions with its environment. The con-
ventional single particle picture of a quantum ground state confined in a potential minimum, defined by its local solvation shell,
neglects collective degrees of freedom arising from the coupling of the electron to nuclear motions of solvent molecules. Here,
we demonstrate that the nonequilibrium low-frequency response of water and alcohols of different polarity exhibits collective
polaron oscillations, which are excited impulsively by electron relaxation and persist for tens of picoseconds. The oscillation fre-
quency is determined by dipole–dipole interactions and electron concentration in the liquid, in line with a theoretical analysis of
the dielectric response suggesting a longitudinal character of polarons.

Introduction
The solvation of electrons and ions in polar liquids plays a key role
for their electrodynamic response in a wide time and frequency
range, for charge transport, and for elementary processes in radi-
olysis (1, 2). The generic quantum mechanical description of the
solvated electron in water and less-polar alcohols is based on a
single-particle picture according to which the electron resides in
a potential energy well, determined by its interaction with the liq-
uid environment (Fig. 1a). The so-called cavity models invoke
the formation of an excluded volume upon electron localization
and a local hydrogen bond pattern of first and second shell sol-
vent molecules which is different from the bulk liquid due to the

orientation of OH groups toward the electron. Theoretical descrip-
tions include calculations of stationary eigenstates of the electron
in a solvent cluster by quantum–chemical methods, quantum–
classical models in which the electron interacts via a pseudopo-
tential with a dynamic classical solvent bath, and ab initio quan-
tum molecular dynamics (MD) of the electron in a comparably
small solvent box. An overview of the different methods has been
given in recent review articles (1–3).

In particular, the electron in water or aqueous electron has
been a subject of extensive theoretical and experimental work,
which has addressed equilibrium properties of this prototypical
quantum system and particular aspects of nonequilibrium dy-
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the localization process of a free electron in
water. The electron generated by photoionization of a solvent molecule
represents a wavepacket (blue line, instant in time T1), which
propagates in the liquid and generates a local potential minimum (black
line, left) via interaction with polar solvent molecules. Upon
propagation, the kinetic energy of the electron is reduced by frictional
forces in the liquid, the extension of the electron wavepacket shrinks,
and the local potential becomes narrower and deeper (T2). Eventually,
the electron localizes in the ground state of a self-consistent potential
(T3). Inset: molecular orbital (blue contour) in the ground state of an
electron solvated in H2O. (b) Generation of electrons in water (H2O),
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and ethylene glycol (EG) by multiphoton
ionization with femtosecond 800-nm pulses. The electron concentration
generated in the three solvents is plotted as a function of the 800-nm
pulse energy (symbols, double logarithmic graph). A pulse energy of 100
μJ corresponds to a peak intensity of 4.8 TW/cm2. Solid lines: numerical
fits with a slope of 5.5 for IPA, 5.7 for EG, and 6.5 for H2O.

namics such as the relaxation processes following electron pho-
toinjection. The equilibrium ground state of the electron in water
has consistently been described by an s-like wavefunction with
an electron radius of gyration of approximately 2.4 Å in a po-
tential well of depth of some 5 eV. A similar picture for electrons
in primary alcohols gives a somewhat different electron radius
and binding energy (4–13). Dipole-allowed optical transitions be-
tween the s-like electron ground state and p-like excited states
give rise to a broad electronic absorption band in the visible to
near-infrared spectral range. The spectral position and line shape
of this band are sensitive probes of the local electron potential.

Upon photoionization of water and/or alcohols, the generated
free electrons undergo a subpicosecond localization process, ac-
companied by a reshaping of their potential until an equilibrium
geometry is reached (Fig. 1a). Correspondingly, excitation of the
equilibrated electron from its ground to excited states initiates
a sequence of ultrafast relaxation processes, including the sub-

picosecond repopulation of the electronic ground state and dis-
sipation of excess energy in a time range up to some 10 ps. For
electrons in methanol, a picosecond transfer between potential
minima of different depth has been claimed (14, 15).

Insight in many-body interactions between the electron and
the liquid environment has remained very limited. In particular,
any collective degrees of freedom with a hybrid electronic and vi-
brational character are barely understood. Very recently, first evi-
dence for polaronic many-body excitations in water has been pre-
sented (16). The ultrafast relaxation of photogenerated free elec-
trons excites coherent polarons which are connected with an os-
cillatory dielectric response of the liquid at terahertz (THz) fre-
quencies.

Electrons solvated in other polar liquids allow for addressing
the dielectric and structural many-body response in a broader
context. Alcohols are most interesting systems to compare with,
due to their wide range of polarity, hydrogen bond structure, and
dynamic dielectric response (17). Here, we demonstrate the pola-
ronic response of photogenerated electrons in ethylene glycol (EG)
and isopropanol (IPA, 2-propanol). Extensive time-resolved experi-
ments map the nonlinear THz response in a wide range of electron
concentrations and provide direct evidence for polaron excita-
tions displaying underdamped oscillations. The results are bench-
marked by data for electrons solvated in water. The observed po-
laron frequencies between 0.1 and 2 THz are reproduced quantita-
tively by a local-field description based on the Clausius–Mossotti
picture.

Materials and Methods
Samples
The measurements were performed with spectroscopy grade EG
(> 99%; Sigma Aldrich), IPA (isopropyl alcohol, > 99.9%, Carl Roth),
and ultrapure water (ROTIPURAN Ultra, Carl Roth). To water, 1% of
soap (sulfo-amber-acid–bi(2’ethylexylester)) was added to ensure
stable experimental conditions in a liquid water jet.

A gravity-driven liquid jet guided by two 300 μm thin stainless
steel wires is used as the sample to avoid transmission artifacts
and white light generation in windows. The jet thickness was ad-
justed by controlling the speed of the pump, height of upper liq-
uid reservoir as well as the position of the excitation spot on the
sample. The exact thicknesses of the samples were determined
by measuring the temporal shift of THz transients transmitted
through the jet relative to propagation without the sample. All
measurements were performed at room temperature under a dry
nitrogen atmosphere to avoid absorption from water vapor.

Two-dimensional (2D) optical pump–THz probe
experiments
The 2D 800 nm-THz experiments were performed with a near-
infrared pump–THz-probe setup. A commercial Ti: sapphire laser
system (Coherent Libra HE and Vitesse) provides 66-fs, 800-nm
pulses with a pulse energy of 3 mJ at a 1 kHz repetition rate. The
laser output was split in two intense parts and a third weak com-
ponent. The first intense pulse of an energy up to 500 μJ serves as a
pump pulse, which generates electrons in the liquid by multipho-
ton ionization of solvent molecules. The electron concentration
was in a range from ce ≈ 1 μM to ce ≈ 100 μM. The second intense
pulse of 1 mJ drives a commercial THz generator (Avesta TERA-
AX) based on a noncollinear optical rectification scheme in MgO
doped LiNbO3. The spectrum of the subpicosecond THz pulses is
centered at 0.7 THz. The third weak component serves as a probe
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pulse in the electrooptic sampling setup used for phase-resolved
THz detection.

To ensure a large diameter of 800 nm pump beam, the 800-nm
pulses were focused onto the liquid jet with a lens of a focal lens f
= 1 m. They travel through a small hole in the focusing parabolic
mirror for the THz probe pulses and both beams enter the sample
collinearly. The respective spot size of the THz pulses and the 800-
nm pulses on the sample was approximately 0.7 and 0.2 mm. The
delay time τ between pump and probe is steered by a motorized
optical delay line.

After transmission through the liquid jet, the pump pulse is
blocked using a 1-cm thick PTFE filter, while the transmitted THz
transients are measured in amplitude and phase by free-space
electrooptic sampling. The change of refractive index induced by
the THz field in a ZnTe electrooptic crystal is read out via the po-
larization change of a weak femtosecond 800-nm probe pulse. A
second delay stage controls the temporal position of the probe
relative to the THz pulse, thus defining the real time coordinate
t. A 10-μm thick (110) ZnTe crystal mounted on a 500-μm thick
(100) ZnTe serves for electrooptic sampling to avoid any signal dis-
tortions by back reflections. The transmitted probe pulse is split
in two orthogonal components and detected by a balanced pair
of photodiodes. The momentary THz electric field is directly pro-
portional to the difference voltage between the balanced photo-
diodes.

Experimental results
We study electrons in EG (C2H6O2) with a static dielectric constant
of εs = 37, in IPA (C3H8O) with εs = 17.9, and in water (H2O) with
εs = 81. Free electrons are generated by multiphoton ionization
of EG, IPA, or H2O molecules with 800-nm pump pulses of 66 fs
duration and pulse energies between 60 and 150 μJ. Experimental
details are given in the Materials and Methods section. After their
generation, the electrons undergo the subpicosecond localization
process (8, 9, 14). For water, this process is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1(a).

The broad absorption band of the localized electrons in the
visible to near-infrared spectral range serves for determining the
electron concentration ce. The electron absorption is mapped by
a weak 800-nm probe pulse at a delay time τ = 200 ps and ce is
derived from the measured absorption strength and the molar ex-
tinction coefficients in the different liquids (18, 19). In Fig. 1(b), ce

is plotted as a function of the energy of the pump pulses for the
three liquids. In the double-logarithmic plot, ce follows a linear
dependence, i.e. a power law as a function of pulse energy. Nu-
merical fits (solid lines) give a slope between 5.5 and 6.5 for the
different curves, reflecting the multiphoton character of ioniza-
tion with five to six photons of an energy of 1.55 eV. The different
ionization potentials of the three liquids result in a shift of the
generated ce with pulse energy and the highest slope for water,
which has the highest ionization potential. While the two alcohol
samples contain water at a concentration of up to 20 mM, their
distinctly different behavior evident from Fig. 1(b) suggests a pre-
dominant ionization of alcohol molecules in the electron genera-
tion process.

The polaronic response is mapped via changes of the dielec-
tric response of the liquids in the THz frequency range. The com-
plex dielectric function ε(ν) = Re[ε(ν)] + iIm[ε(ν)] is related to the
refractive index n(ν) = Re[n(ν)] + iIm[n(ν)] by Re[ε(ν)] = Re[n(ν)]2

− Im[n(ν)]2 and Im[ε(ν)] = 2Re[n(ν)]Im[n(ν)], while the absorption
coefficient is given by α(ν ) = (4πν/c̄)Im[n(ν )] (c̄: velocity of light).
The THz refractive index and absorption of the liquids display

Fig. 2. Nonlinear THz response of electrons solvated in isopropanol (IPA,
electron concentration ce = 70 μM). (a) Nonlinear THz signal measured
in an 800-nm pump/THz probe experiment. The nonlinear THz signal
field ENL(t, τ ) is plotted as a function of real time t (abscissa) and
pump–probe delay τ (ordinate). Red line: cut of ENL(t, τ ) at τ = 8 ps. Black
line: THz probe pulse transmitted through the unexcited sample. (b)
Frequency-domain signal ENL(νt, ντ ) derived by a 2D Fourier transform of
ENL(t, τ ) plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of excitation
frequency ντ and detection frequency νt. The strong contours represent
pump–probe signals. The weak signal at ντ = 1.2 THz marked by the
elliptic dashed line is due to third-harmonic generation (cf. Fig. 3a).
(c) Fourier back-transform of the pump–probe signals in panel (b),
applying a Gaussian frequency filter of a 4-THz spectral width (FWHM).

broad overlapping spectral features determined by intermolec-
ular degrees of freedom. In the nonlinear time-resolved experi-
ments, changes of the dielectric function upon electron genera-
tion by the pump pulses are probed by weak THz pulses, which are
transmitted through the excited sample and detected in an ampli-
tude and phase-resolved way. The pump–probe signal ENL(t, τ ) =
Epumped

pr (t, τ ) − Epr(t) represents the THz electric field Epumped
pr (t, τ )

transmitted through the excited sample minus the field Epr(t)
transmitted without excitation. Here, t represents the real time
as a function of which the THz fields are measured, and τ the
pump–probe delay. Changes of the refractive index of the excited
compared to unexcited samples result in a shift of the transmit-
ted THz field along t, while changes of the absorption coefficient
modify its amplitude.

Figure 2 summarizes results for an electron concentration ce =
70 μM in IPA. Panel (a) shows the pump–probe signal ENL(t, τ ) as a
function of real time t (abscissa) and delay time τ (ordinate). The
maximum amplitude of the transmitted THz pulse (black line) as
a function of t is chosen for defining t = 0. The red line represents
ENL(t, τ = 8 ps) at 8 ps delay. The oscillatory character of the ENL(t,
τ ) leads to the stripe-like pattern parallel to the vertical axis. Due
to causality, the signal exists only after excitation of the sample,
leading to the upper edge of the stripe pattern oriented under an
angle of 45

◦
.

A 2D Fourier transform of ENL(t, τ ) along t and τ gives the
frequency-domain signal ENL(νt, ντ ) as a function of detection fre-
quency νt and excitation frequency ντ (Fig. 2b), which consists of
two peaks at (νt, ντ ) = ( ± 0.9, 0) THz. Applying a Gaussian fre-
quency filter of a 4-THz spectral width (FWHM) for noise reduc-
tion and transforming the signal back to the time domain results
in the filtered pump–probe signal ENL(t, τ ) plotted in panel (c).

To illustrate the effect of electron generation on the transmit-
ted probe pulse most clearly, we perform a Fourier transform
along real time t and consider transient pulse spectra. The con-
tour in Fig. 3(a) shows the difference of the amplitude spectra
�Epr(νt, τ ) = |Epumped

pr (νt, τ )| − |Epr(νt )| of the probe pulses transmit-
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Fig. 3. (a) Difference spectrum �Epr(νt , τ ) = |Epumped
pr (νt , τ )| − |Epr(νt )| as a

function of detection frequency νt and delay time τ . (b) Amplitude
spectrum of the probe pulse |Epr(νt)| transmitted through the unexcited
sample (orange line) and cut through the contour of panel (a) at τ = 8 ps
(blue line, cf. dashed line in panel a). (c) Difference signal �Epr(νt =
2 THz, τ ) (orange line) and frequency excursion �νcog(τ ) of the center of
gravity νcog(τ ) of the transmitted probe spectrum from its time-averaged
value νav

cog. (d) Fourier spectrum of �νcog(τ ) (blue line) together with the
polaron spectrum calculated from the Clausius–Mossotti analysis (red
line).

ted through the excited sample [|Epumped
pr (νt, τ )|] and the unexcited

solvent [|Epr(νt)|]. The latter is shown in panel (b) (orange line), to-
gether with a cut of the contour at a delay time τ = 8 ps (blue
line). At THz frequencies below 1.1 THz, one observes a negative
�Epr(νt, τ ) corresponding to an absorption increase, while �Epr(νt,
τ ) is positive at higher frequencies. As a function of τ , the differ-
ence �Epr(νt, τ ) exhibits a step-like behavior with a sharp onset
around τ = 0.

On top of the step-like behavior, we observe oscillations with
a frequency of ντ = 1.2 THz. They are directly visible in the
difference �Epr(νt, τ ) at a probe frequency νt = 2 THz =3 ×
0.67 THz, the third harmonic of the probe pulse (Fig. 3a). Here,
the step-like signal component is essentially absent. In the 2D-
THz spectrum of Fig. 2(b), the third harmonic signal is located
at ντ = 1.2 THz (within the dashed elliptic contour). In the spec-
trum of the transmitted probe pulse, the oscillatory response of
the sample leads to periodic excursions of the center-of-gravity
(cog) from its time-averaged position. The frequency position
νcog(τ ) of the cog at pump–probe delay τ is given by νcog(τ ) =∫

νt |Epumped
pr (νt, τ )|dνt/

∫ |Epumped
pr (νt, τ )|dνt . The transient frequency

excursion �νcog(τ ) = νcog(τ ) − νav
cog of the center of gravity from its

time-averaged value νav
cog (Fig. 3c, blue line) displays oscillations

with a frequency very close to what is found for �Epr(νt = 2 THz,
τ ) (orange line). The Fourier transform of the �νcog(τ ) oscillations
is shown in Fig. 3(d) (blue line) and exhibits a maximum at 1.2 THz.

We note that the �νcog(τ ) method for extracting oscillation fre-
quencies shows a higher numerical stability than a direct analysis
of the transmitted probe field Epr(νt, τ ) as applied in Ref. (16). This
stability is required for the present data because of the presence

of a step-like absorptive signal substantially stronger than the os-
cillatory contribution.

THz data were recorded for IPA and EG in a wide range of elec-
tron concentrations ce and benchmarked by results for H2O. In all
cases, the transient THz response is similar to the results pre-
sented in Figs 2 and 3 with a frequency of the oscillating sig-
nal component depending on the particular solvent and electron
concentration. In Fig. 4(a)–(c), we compare data for ce ≈ 40 μM in
the three solvents. Panels (a–c) show the amplitude (normalized
to its value at negative delay times) of the probe pulse transmit-
ted through the sample |Epr(νt, τ )|/|Epr(νt, τ < 0)| as a function of
the pump–probe delay τ . The particular probe frequencies νt were
chosen in the range of enhanced sample absorption (cf. Fig. 3b).
Upon electron generation by the pump pulse, the transmitted THz
field decreases in a step-like fashion, superimposed by the oscilla-
tory signal component. The transient changes �νcog(τ ) of the cen-
ter of gravity of the transmitted probe spectrum are presented in
Fig. 4(d)–(f), together with their Fourier transforms �νcog(ντ ) (blue
curves) in panels (g) to (i). The Fourier spectra exhibit the major
frequency components between 0.6 and 1.0 THz.

Discussion
The present experiments cover a range of electron concentrations
from ce ≈ 1 μM to ce ≈ 100 μM. Assuming a spatially homogeneous
electron distribution in the liquid, such concentrations translate
into an average spatial separation of electrons of 120 nm for ce

= 1 μM and 26 nm for ce = 100 μM. Such distances are large
compared to the extension of the electron wavefunction in the
s-like ground state with a radius of gyration of approximately
0.25 nm. Thus, the solvated electrons represent individually sol-
vated species.

The macroscopic dielectric properties of polar liquids are de-
termined by the spatially averaged response of the permanent
molecular dipole moments to an external electric field and by
their electronic polarizability. Moreover, the electric fields arising
from the molecular dipoles are relevant. The latter reach local val-
ues of tens of megavolts/cm on a molecular length scale, but are
much smaller on a macroscopic scale because of the random ori-
entations of dipolar molecules. The presence of solvated electrons
changes such dielectric properties by introducing in the liquid an
additional electric field of radial direction, which affects solvent
molecules in the liquid volume around. The Debye picture of di-
electric screening in a dielectric continuum accounts for the spa-
tial range of this electric field if the screening length of Coulomb
interactions is distinctly longer than the next-neighbor distance
between solvent molecules.

From the real parts of the THz dielectric constants Re(ε(1THz))
≈ 3.2 of EG, Re(ε(1THz)) ≈ 2.25 of IPA, and Re(ε(1THz)) ≈ 5.0 of H2O,
one estimates respective Debye lengths of LD = 6.1 nm, 5.1 nm, and
7.6 nm (ce = 100 μM). A spherical volume of radius LD contains ap-
proximately 10,000 EG molecules, 4,300 IPA molecules, and 61,000
H2O molecules, which are subject to the electric field originat-
ing from a solvated electron. For the highest electron concentra-
tion ce = 100 μM, approximately 1 % of the total liquid volume
is affected by the modified Coulomb forces. The Debye lengths
estimated here are much larger than the dimensions of individ-
ual molecules and/or the extension of the wavefunction of the
solvated electrons and, thus, define a correlation length in the
molecular ensemble. As a result, the detailed molecular arrange-
ment at the electron solvation site is expected to play a minor role
for the collective change of the dielectric function. On the other
hand, the Debye lengths are substantially shorter than the geo-
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Fig. 4. Ultrafast nonlinear THz response of electrons solvated in EG, IPA, and H2O. (a)–(c) Time-resolved pump–probe traces measured with
multiphoton excitation of electrons by a femtosecond 800-nm pulse and THz probe pulses. The transient amplitude of the probe pulse transmitted
through the sample Epr(νt, τ )/Epr(νt, τ < 0) at indicated probe frequencies νt is plotted as a function of the pump–probe delay τ . Upon electron
generation by the pump pulse, the transmitted THz field decreases in a step-like fashion and displays an oscillatory component radiated from the
excited sample. The oscillatory component corresponds to a frequency modulation of the transmitted probe pulse. The transient change of its center
of gravity �νcog(τ ) is plotted in panels (d)–(f). (g)–(i) Fourier transforms of the oscillatory signals in panels (d)–(f) (blue solid lines, the dashed part
around τ = 0 ps in panel (e) is ignored) and results of the Clausius–Mossotti analysis (red lines).

metric distance between solvation sites, even for ce = 100 μM. As
a result, Coulomb coupling between individual electron sites is
negligible.

We note that dielectric properties induced by solvated elec-
trons require a theoretical treatment beyond the standard
molecular picture of individual molecular dipoles in the liquid,
which reorient under the action of an electric field and display a
correlation length on the order of their size (20). In this picture,
the longitudinal and transverse response functions converge to
a single response function in the low-frequency limit, depending
only on frequency and not on wavevector, and longitudinal
relaxation is much faster than transverse relaxation at the dipole
reorientation frequency. In contrast, the dielectric response in
presence of solvated electrons is collective with a correlation
length set by LD. Here, longitudinal and transverse response
functions are different at low frequencies and the damping rates
of longitudinal and transverse elementary excitations may be
very different. A theoretical approach based on the microscopic
current density rather than polarization accounts for this sce-
nario and gives an almost vanishing longitudinal conductivity at
frequencies below 2 THz (21).

The time-resolved THz response of EG, IPA, and water upon
electron generation displays two components, a step-like and an
oscillatory change of the amplitude of the nonlinear signal field
ENL(t, τ ). After photoionization of solvent molecules by the 800-nm
pump pulse, the generated free electrons undergo a subpicosec-
ond relaxation into their localized ground state. This process de-
termines the time evolution of the nonlinear signal around delay
zero. After localization, the presence of electrons causes a long-
lived change of the refractive index and absorption coefficient of
the sample (Fig. 3a) (22).

The oscillatory pump–probe signals (Figs 3c and 4d–f) are due
to coherent polaron oscillations, impulsively excited via the sub-
picosecond localization and energy-loss processes of the photo-
generated electrons. The electric interaction with its polar envi-
ronment couples the electron to electronic and nuclear degrees
of freedom of the dipolar solvent molecules, creating polaronic
elementary excitations of a mixed electronic-vibrational charac-
ter. The rapid change of local electric fields during electron re-
laxation excites polarons impulsively, i.e. generates a coherent
superposition of polaron states on a time scale shorter than or
comparable to the polaron oscillation period. This nonstation-
ary wavepacket undergoes oscillations modulating the dielectric
function of the liquid. Due to its dipolar character, the wavepacket
gives rise to coherent THz emission, which contributes to the os-
cillatory pump–probe signals. Thousands of solvent molecules in
a volume roughly set by the Debye length take part in the collec-
tive polaron oscillations.

The excited polarons can be visualized as radial waves involv-
ing oscillating space charge within the spherical volume, which
is fully compensated by a ’surface charge’ located at the Debye
screening length (23). As a result, both the solvated electron itself
and the polaron oscillations do not create any longitudinal (radi-
ally directed) electric field outside the sphere. However, the lon-
gitudinal oscillations of all charged particles within the sphere
modulate the polarizability of the entire spherical object, which
can be detected by its emitted transverse fields.

The oscillatory signals at the third harmonic frequency of the
THz probe field, which are observed for IPA (Fig. 3c) demonstrate
that the coherent polarons also modify the third-order THz re-
sponse of the liquid. This behavior suggests an extremely large
third-order THz polarizability of solvated electrons which, in turn,
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depends sensitively on the coherent superposition of polaron
states, i.e. the details of the polaronic wave packet. The third-
harmonic signal feature in the 2D-THz spectrum of Fig. 2(b) at ντ

= 1.2 THz overlaps with the sinc-function-like periodic structures
of the 2D spectrum along ντ , originating from the step-like tem-
poral onset of the (much larger) absorptive pump–probe signal. As
a result, there are interferences between the third-harmonic con-
tribution and the pump–probe signal. An in-depth study of this
nonlinear THz response is beyond the scope of the present article
and needs both further experimental and theoretical work.

A theoretical analysis of the polaronic response requires a
many-body approach including long-range Coulomb interactions
between the electron and a large number of dipolar and polar-
izable solvent molecules. Such a treatment is well beyond the
established single-particle pictures of solvated electrons and ex-
isting MD simulations based on nonpolarizable alcohol models
(24, 25). We, thus, analyze the polaronic response within a di-
electric continuum model with linear screening of Coulomb in-
teractions in the liquid. A gaussian electron wavepacket ψ (r) =
(η(t)/π )3/2 exp[−η(t) r2], which has a time-dependent width (deter-
mined by η(t)) centered around the time-dependent position r0(t),
generates a dielectric displacement field (26, 27)

D(r, t) = −
(

2η(t)
π

) 3
2

∇
[∫

e−2η(t)|r−r′ |2 e
|r0(t) − r′|d3r′

]
, (1)

with the elementary charge e. The semiclassical force field acting
back on the electron during its localization process is given by the
electric field distribution E(r, t) with

E(q, ν ) = D(q, ν )
ε0

[
1

ε(q, ν )
− 1

ε(q,∞)

]
, (2)

where E(q, ν ) and D(q, ν ) are the Fourier transforms of E(r, t) and
D(r, t), ε0 the vacuum permittivity, and ε(q, ν) the (longitudinal) di-
electric function of the liquid, depending on the wavevector q and
frequency ν. The relevant wavevector range is given by q ≈ (2π )/LD

with the nanometer Debye screening lengths derived above. For
such comparably small q, the dielectric function ε(q, ν) at THz fre-
quencies only displays a weak dependence on q which is neglected
in the following.

The longitudinal dielectric functions of the solvents in the THz
frequency range are not directly accessible by optical and/or di-
electric measurements and, thus, essentially unknown. As an ap-
proximation, we instead use the well-characterized transverse di-
electric functions εsolvent(ν) (28–30). In the THz frequency range,
the real parts of the transverse and longitudinal dielectric func-
tions are similar, while the imaginary part of the longitudinal
function is substantially smaller (31). To account for the many-
body interactions underlying the polaron excitations, a Clausius–
Mossotti approach is applied (32). Both solvent molecules and
electrons are treated as point-like particles, coupled through the
electric dipole–dipole interaction and related local electric fields.
The complex dielectric function ε(ν, ce) = Re[ε(ν, ce)] + iIm[ε(ν, ce)]
depending on the electron concentration ce is given by

3
ε(ν, ce ) − 1
ε(ν, ce ) + 2

= 3
εsolvent(ν ) − 1
εsolvent(ν ) + 2

+ ce NAαel(ν ),

with αel(ν ) = − e2

ε0m [(2πν )2 + iγ (2πν )]
. (3)

Here, NA is the Avogadro constant, αel(ν) the frequency dependent
polarizability of the electron (33), e the elementary charge, m the
electron mass, and γ the local friction rate. The polarizability αel(ν)
is represented by a Lorentzian with a width determined by γ .

Fig. 5. (a) Polaron frequency (symbols) as a function of the electron
concentration ce for the three solvents H2O, IPA, and EG in a double
logarithmic plot. The individual frequencies were derived from the
numerical analysis of the respective data set. Solid lines: theoretically
expected frequencies according to the Clausius–Mossotti model. (b) Real
parts of the dielectric function of the neat solvents as a function of
frequency (dashed lines) and of the solvents containing solvated
electrons (solid lines, concentration ce = 40 μM). The zero crossings
define the respective polaron frequency.

The zero crossings Re[ε(ν, ce)] = 0 define the frequency positions
of longitudinal resonances in the dielectric function, while their
line shape is determined by −Im[1/ε(ν, ce)]. The resonances calcu-
lated with γ → 0 are shown in Figs 3(d) and 4(g)–(i) as red solid
lines, together with the Fourier spectra of the oscillatory THz sig-
nals (blue lines). The good agreement of experiment and calcula-
tions for solvents of vastly different polarity and in a wide range of
electron concentrations demonstrates the collective longitudinal
character of the polaron excitations in polar liquids. The agree-
ment of the frequency positions shows that a change of the local
electric field with electron concentration determines the polaron
frequency in all solvents studied here.

The experimentally observed polaron frequencies (symbols)
are compared with the Clausius–Mossotti model (solid lines) in
Fig. 5(a). In Ref. (16), we presented experimental values for po-
laron frequencies in H2O in a wider range of electron concentra-
tions ce. Figure 5(b) shows the real parts of the dielectric func-
tion of the neat solvents as a function of frequency (dashed
lines). While the spectral dependence is weak, the absolute val-
ues clearly differ. The solid lines in Fig. 5(b) display Re[ε(ν, ce)],
the real part of the dielectric function with electrons present at
a concentration ce = 40 μM. The zero crossings defining the po-
laron frequencies are close to each other, in agreement with
experiment.

The oscillatory polaron response displays a surprisingly weak
damping as is evident from the persistence of oscillations on a 10-
ps time scale. We attribute this behavior to the longitudinal char-
acter of the polaron excitations. Contributions to the linewidth
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from the local friction rate γ are minor. Instead, the dephasing
process is mainly determined by the imaginary part of the dielec-
tric function of the solvent εsolvent(ν) at THz frequencies. As has
been discussed in more detail in Ref. (16, 21), the dephasing of lon-
gitudinal polaron excitations is governed by the correlation func-
tion of charge density, which is expected to decay much slower
than the correlation function of electric current relevant for the
dephasing of transverse polaron excitations.

In conclusion, our results provide evidence for a collective po-
laronic response of electrons solvated in alcohols of different po-
larity, much similar to their behavior in an even more polar aque-
ous environment. The polarons display a hybrid character, includ-
ing electronic degrees of freedom and collective nuclear motions
of solvent molecules. The local potential energy surface of the
electron, which has been the subject of detailed single-electron
treatments such as the cavity model, plays a minor role for the
collective behavior, the latter being mediated by Coulomb inter-
actions on a length scale much larger than the extension of the
electron wavefunction. While the local electron potential with the
different quantum states of the electron governs electronic ex-
citations such as the absorption in the visible to near-infrared
spectral range, polarons have a strong impact on the dielectric
response in the THz frequency range of intermolecular collective
excitations.
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